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Abstract— In this paper, an experimental evaluation is presented for a Model Predictive Control (MPC) algorithm controlling powertrains dynamics in vehicles with Automated Manual
Transmissions (AMTs). This model based control enables online optimization by using sub-optimal solutions directly linked
to the accelerator pedal position. Transmission stability constraints are explicitly handled as well as saturations on the
control inputs. This MPC control is tested on line during vehicle
start-up in a mild hybrid city car demonstrator equipped with
a natural gas engine. A comparison with a PI-based control is
made to show the convenience of the proposed MPC control.

I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic Manual Transmission (AMT) technology tries
to combine the fuel efficiency of manual transmissions
with the smooth operation of an automatic transmission. It
operates similarly to a manual transmission except that it
does not require direct clutch actuation or gear shifting by the
driver (see Figure 1). Transmission actuators are computercontrolled, and embedded control strategies are in charge of
ensuring smooth clutch engagement and gear shifting.
To move the vehicle from a standstill position (vehicle
start-up), the driver has to press the accelerator pedal (since
there is no clutch pedal, as with automatic transmissions).
Assuming that the first gear is already engaged, the main
task of the embedded control system is to close the clutch
to progressively transmit engine torque to the driveline,
until main shaft speed reaches engine speed and clutch
locks up. As with a manual transmission car driven by
an unexperienced driver, if clutch and engine actions are
wrongly coordinated, this manoeuver may result in driveline
oscillations or engine stall.
Gearing can be initiated by the driver, through a sequential
gear shifter, or automatically, by a gearshift supervisor. In
both cases, it requires clutch opening before the engagement
of a new gear, and is concluded by a clutch closing phase.
Notice that, unless AMT is equipped with a dual-clutch
system, gear shifting cannot be achieved without torque
interruption, and comfort is lower than with a full-fledged automatic transmission. The clutch closing phase, though much
shorter than in vehicle start-up, is again critical. To avoid
lurches, the difference between speeds and accelerations on
the two sides of the clutch at lock-up must be minimized
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Fig. 1.

Automated manual transmission (AMT) system

A. State of the art
AMT control for both vehicle start-up and gearing has
attracted considerable attention in recent years. The hybrid
nature of AMT operation has been clearly illustrated in [2],
and previously in [3] and [4]. In [2] a hierarchical approach is
proposed by considering five AMT operating phases, defined
according to clutch position (engaged, slipping opening,goto-slipping and slipping closing) and gearbox operation
(synchronization). During closed-loop control phases, the
strategy uses decoupled PI controllers to control engine and
clutch speeds. The authors assume that the speed reference
trajectories are known, and do not address the issue of
their generation in terms of driver expectations or comfort.
Control performances strongly depend on the quality of
system decoupling which in turn requires a precise estimation
not only of clutch torque, for which the authors propose
an on-line observer, but also of engine torque, the latter
being seldom available in the case of standard engine control
systems.
In [3] an explicit hybrid control formulation for the dry
clutch engagement problem via a piecewise-linear model
predictive controller is presented. To explicitly handle input
and state constraints, the associated open-loop optimization
problem is solved off-line by multi-parametric programming.
Constrained linear quadratic control indeed offers a welltailored and elegant framework for solving the clutch control
problem, and several other strategies have been proposed
over the years, starting with [5], in which a finite-horizon
linear quadratic approach is investigated. Unfortunately, direct real-time implementation is a major hurdle for most of
these strategies. This is the case for [5], where the on-line
solution of a Riccati differential equation is required, but also
for the explicit MPC approach, when the number of state partitions increases. A recent study [6] evaluates in simulation
the performances of an explicit model predictive controller

for dry clutch engagement and draws the conclusion that,
because of its large computational cost, explicit MPC is not
suitable yet for these type of problems.
An interesting control strategy based on a finite-horizon
optimal control of dry clutch engagement that has made its
way to actual implementation, overcoming the computational
complexity, has been proposed in [7]. As in traditional AMT
control systems, the clutch engagement starts with an openloop phase, which is based on look-up tables specifying a
reference value for the engine and clutch torque and driven
by the accelerator pedal position. Then, just before clutch
lock-up, the optimization is turned on to limit the oscillations
of the transmission, thus increasing the comfort level. Since
the optimization is still computationally demanding and only
short prediction horizons (no longer than 0.6 seconds) can
be used, closed-loop control cannot be applied from the
beginning of vehicle start-up. This two-phase approach does
not offer a solution to avoid the long and cumbersome
calibration of the look-up tables and the inherent lack of
robustness of open-loop control with respect to uncertain or
varying components and parameters in the system, such as
clutch torque characteristics.
Simpler and easily implementable closed-loop strategies
have been proposed to improve robustness and reduce calibration time, such as the PI-based approach presented in [8],
or the piecewise quadratic linear controller investigated in
[6]. However, their inability to explicitly handle constraints
is a major handicap in the context of dry clutch engagement
control.
B. Motivation
The objective of our current research is to develop viable
AMT control strategies which can fulfil driver expectations
in terms of vehicle responsiveness, fuel consumption and
comfort, while meeting the following systemic constraints:
•

Limited computation time

•
•
•
•

Unknown engine torque
Delays and limits in engine torque production
Mapped engine frictions (test bench)
Variable engine control sample time

•
•
•

Unknown clutch transmitted torque
Nonlinear clutch characteristics
Unknown torsional torques
through transmission shafts

•

Unknown load torque (aerodynamic resistance,
road grade, ...)

We propose a particular formulation of constrained model
predictive control that enables real-time computation of suboptimal solutions. The originally constrained problem is
transformed into a parameterized unconstrained quadratic
problem. This parametrization is linked to accelerator pedal
position in order to promote a kind of constrained transparency to the driver.

This solution has first been presented in [9] in a unified
framework that captures the hybrid nature of AMT operation,
and encompasses idle-speed control, vehicle start-up and
gearing. In [9], we validate the proposed control scheme
trough extensive simulations and preliminary experimental
tests (concerning only idle-speed control) on a demo-car.
This paper, which focuses only on the vehicle startup control part of our strategy, evaluates its performances
through a set of real-time tests, comparing the results with
those of the PI-based strategy currently implemented in the
demo car.
The paper is organized as follows: section II states the
problem, section III-A describes the proposed control design
and section III-B the reference PI-based strategy. Finally, section IV describes the demo car set-up and gives experimental
results for both strategies.
II. P ROBLEM STATEMENT
A. Powertrain configurations
We consider a standard AMT powertrain, including a dry
clutch and a sequential gearbox, with electromechanical or
electrohydraulic actuation. It is assumed that beside engine
speed, mainshaft speed is also measured.
As shown in Figure 2, typical AMT powertrain operations
include different states:
• Engine start (Engine Start):
In this mode the crankshaft is driven from zero speed
up to a nominal value close to idle speed set-point, by
an electric starter and/or combustion torque.
• Engine idling (Engine Idling) : Three sub-states can
be activated according to engine, clutch and gearbox
configuration : idle speed with open clutch or neutral
gear engaged, or coasting mode.
• Vehicle start-up (Vehicle StartUp): When the driver
presses the accelerator pedal (start-up request), the
transmission is progressively closed by controlling engine torque and transmitted clutch torque.
• Pedal mode (Pedal Mode) : The clutch is completely
closed, the engine is controlled in open-loop using a
torque set-point generated by a map according to the
accelerator pedal position and engine speed.

Fig. 2.

AMT powertrain states

•

Gearshift (Gearshift) : This phase is activated by requests (driver’s or automated) to engage a new gear and
includes upshift, downshift, and passage to neutral gear.

B. System model
During the engagement phase of start-up (and gearing), the
system can be described by the following simplified model
[2] (see Figure 1):
Je ω̇e = Te − sign(ωsl ) · Tc (xc )
[Jc + Jeq (ig , id )] ω̇c = sign(ωsl ) · Tc (xc )
�
�
��
1
ωc
−
ktw θcw + βtw
− ωw
ig id
i i
� g d
�
ωc
Jw ω̇w = ktw θcw + βtw
− ωw − TL (ωw )
ig id
ωc
θ̇cw =
− ωw
ig id
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(1b)
(1c)
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where:
• J are inertias, T torques, ω and θ angular speeds and
positions;
• the subscripts e, c, t and w denote engine, clutch,
transmission and wheel, respectively;
• xc is the position of clutch actuator (throwout bearing);
• k and β are elasticity and friction coefficients, respectively;
• ig is the gear ratio and id is the differential ratio;
• Jeq is the equivalent inertia of the transmission (mainshaft, synchronizer and driveshaft) given by:
�
�
1
Jt
Jeq (ig , id ) = Jm + 2 JS1 + JS2 + 2
ig
id
ωsl = ωe − ωc is the slipping speed;
θcw = θc − θw
• TL is the load torque, in general an unknown disturbance, including aerodynamic resistance, tire–road
frictions, and road grade.
Notice that, in a normal vehicle, Te and Tc cannot be
measured but only estimated. The powertrain control system
can only compute set-points TeSP and TcSP , that are sent to
lower lever open-loop control layers. In the following, we
assume that Te = TeSP and Tc = TcSP : the control system
will have to deal with the mismatch.
•
•

C. Specifications
1) Control of the slipping speed ωsl :
To guarantee a smooth clutch engagement the slipping speed
has to follow a reference profile:
ref
ωsl (·) ≈ ωsl
(·)

such that the slipping speed smoothly reaches 0 after some
transient time tf . tf must faithfully reflect the actual driver
torque demand expressed through the accelerator pedal
position Xpedal (transparency).

Fig. 3.

AMT powertrain modes handled by the MPC unified approach

2) Control of the engine speed ωe :
During start-up (and the other closed-loop modes), the engine
speed must follow a reference profile that directly takes into
account limitation of available engine torque at low speed
while keeping fuel consumption as low as possible:
�
ωeref = max ωe0 , T −1 (Ted (Xpedal , ωe ))}
(2)

where:
0
• ωe is the idle speed set-point
• T (ωe ) is the maximum torque at speed ωe
d
• Te (Xpedal , ωe ) is the desired torque as expressed by a
static map driven by the accelerator pedal.
Equation (2) expresses that the engine speed ωe is regulated
at ωe0 (minimal fuel consumption) unless the desired torque
exceeds the maximum torque T (ωe ) that can be produced
by the engine.
3) Constraints:
The following constraints apply :
• saturation constraints on torques and their variation
rates:
Te
Tc
Ṫe
Ṫc
•

∈ [Temin , Temax (ωe )]
∈ [Tcmin , Tcmax (ωe )]
∈ [Ṫemin , Ṫemax ]
∈ [Ṫcmin , Ṫcmax ]

(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

No-kill condition on engine speed:
ωe ≥ ωemin

•

No-lurch conditions ( [1]) on slipping speed:
ωsl (tf ) = 0
ω̇sl (tf ) = 0

(7)
(8)

III. V EHICLE START- UP CONTROL
A. Hybrid model predictive control
The unified approach that we have proposed in [9]
handles all the AMT powertrain closed-loop modes : idle
speed control, vehicle start-up and gearing (see Figure 3).
In this section we resume the main features of this control,
focusing on vehicle start-up mode.

1) Reduced control model:

•

In order to design a real-time implementable MPC, the
system model (1) is first simplified as follows:

where

Je ω̇e = u1 − sign(ωsl ) · u2 + δe
[Jc + Jeq (ig , id )] ω̇c = sign(ωsl ) · u2 − δc
�
SP
u := Te

SP

Tc

(9a)
(9b)

�T

stands for the vector of set-points fed to the low-level
controllers while δe and δc are used to gather all model
mismatches and/or tracking errors including the load torque
TL . The MPC controller described hereafter uses estimations
δ̂e and δ̂c for δe and δc . These can be obtained through
Kalman-like observers based on the measured variables ωe ,
ωc and u.
2) MPC parameterized controller:
Direct implementation of a MPC control requires an online solution of a quadratic programming (QP) problem
J(Ũ (k), ω) at each time index k. The control decision Ũ (k)
is a sequence of future actions that handle some defined
constraints:
�
�T
Ũ (k) = uT (k), . . . , uT (k + Np − 1) ∈ U(k) ⊂ R2Np
where Np is the prediction horizon, while U(k) defines
the admissible set. The sequence Ũ (k) is computed by
minimizing some cost function Jν(k) (Ũ , ω(k)) that depends
on the state ω(k) and a vector of exogenous data ν(k) that
is given by:


δ̂
ν :=  Nf∗  ∈ R2 × R × R
(10)
Xpedal
where δ̂ is the current estimation of δ := (δe , δc ), Nf∗ is
the launching phase duration index that is a parameter to
be updated on line as explained below, while Xpedal is
the accelerator pedal position that is explicitly used in the
expression of the cost function in order to enhance the
transparency property invoked in section II-C.

Directly solving the quadratic constrained problem
min Jν (Ũ , ω) would be incompatible with standard
Ũ ∈U (k)

computational power of automotive electronic control unit,
whereas the Nf -parameterized unconstrained problem can
be solved on line. The reasons that make this sub-optimal
solution feasible are :
∗
• first, for each value of the parameter Nf the cost
function Jν is quadratic in Ũ as shown below;
• the constrained problem min Jν (Ũ , ω) is replaced by
Ũ ∈U (k)

the Nf -parameterized unconstrained one given by:
�
�
min Jν(k) (Ũ , ω(k)) under (3)-(6)
(11)
Ũ ∈R2Np

moreover, it can be shown that there is always a
choice of Nf∗ such that the solution of (11) lies in the
admissible set U(k).

The main idea of the parametrization is to transform driver
torque demand expressed through accelerator pedal position
into a clutch-closing phase duration tf = Nf · τs :
[0 100]
XP edal

→
�
→

[tmin
+ ∞]
f
tf = f (XP edal )

This time duration is used to compute some slipping speed
reference trajectories that starts from ωsl (k) and ends at zero
after Nf∗ periods:
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , Np − 1}
1 − i/Nf∗
ref
ωsl
(k + i) =
ωsl (k)
(1 + λ · i/Nf∗ )2

(12)

The parameter Nf∗ is to be the closest possible to
Nf = tf /τs = f (Xpedal /τs ) under saturation constraints.
This enables the reactivity to accelerator pedal to be
satisfied. The No-lurch condition (equations: (7) and (8))
can be enhanced by using high values of λ.
According to control specifications on ωsl and ωe , a
quadratic cost function J can be defined hereafter to track
ref
desired trajectories ωsl
(k) and ωeref (k) using equations
(12) and (2) respectively:
��
Np ��
�
� ωsl (k + i) − ω ref (k + i) �2
�
�
sl
Jν(k) (Ũ , ω(k)) :=
� ωe (k + i) − ω ref (k + i) � (13)
i=1

e

Q

where ωsl (k + ·) and ωe (k + ·) are the predictions based on
the initial state ω(k), using the future candidate sequence
Ũ and the exogenous input ν. The latter includes Xpedal ,
which is imposed by the driver, whereas the horizon Nf∗
is a degree of freedom, which can be tuned to meet the
constraints.
Now, since the system model (9) is affine in u (under
constant sign of ωsl ), equation (13) can shortly be written
in the following quadratic form:
�
�
Jν(k) (Ũ , ω(k)) = Ũ T H Ũ + 2 W (Nf∗ , δ̂, Xpedal , ω(k)) Ũ
As underlined before, the sub-optimal solution of the original
problem (11) can be now obtained by performing a finite
number of computations of unconstrained optimal solutions:
�
�
ÛN := −H −1 W (N, δ̂, Xpedal , ω(k))

(14)

N ∈{Nf ,... }

for different values of the tuning parameter N , starting from
the nominal Nf = f (Xpedal /τs ). A dichotomy-like iteration
is used to fit all saturation constraints with the assumption
of a constant sign of ωsl (k + i) over the prediction horizon:
�
�
sign ωsl (k) · ωsl (k + i) ≥ 0

What makes such dichotomic solution possible is the fact
that high values of N lead to a slow settling time that is
likely to correspond to a low torque requirement. On the
other hand, this would make ωsl approach 0 without sign
change since prediction plays the role of a derivative term
in the controller.
B. PI-based control
This control is discussed and experimentally evaluated in
[8]. The main idea of this strategy (adapted from [10]) is
to let engine torque control respond in open-loop (TeOL )
using the pedal torque map Ted (Xpedal , ωe ), whereas the
engine speed ωe is regulated at an appropriate set-point
(higher than idle speed) ωeSP using the clutch actuator (see
Figure 4). When ωe exceeds ωeSP , the clutch starts closing,
thus reducing ωe . When the driver releases the pedal, ωe
drops below ωeSP , and the clutch automatically reopens.
A hybrid supervisor is needed to fully close the clutch
after lock-up, otherwise the clutch would indefinitely stay in
the lock-up position. Moreover, the non-linear clutch torque
characteristic should be taken into account in the controller
(that is, inverted).
During clutch closing at start-up, assuming ωsl always
positive, crankshaft dynamic can be shortly written as:
Je ω̇e = Ted − Tc

(15)

If clutch controller tracking dynamics is fast enough, after
a transient we will have:
Je ω̇e ∼
= 0 ⇒ Tc ∼
= Ted

(16)

that is, the torque transmitted by the clutch to the driveline
during start-up will be approximately equal to the torque
requested by the driver. This gives us a way to act on
vehicle acceleration during vehicle start-up, in the same way
as engine control normally responds to acceleration pedal
requests with the clutch fully engaged.
This strategy is very easy to implement and does not
require as much calibration time as the standard open-loop
control based on look-up table. However, it needs an accurate
generation of engine speed trajectories to take into account
driver torque demand, especially during the initial transient.

Fig. 5.

The mild-hybrid powertrain of the VEHGAN demo-car

Vehicle), a project investigating the benefits of combining,
in a small city car (a MCC smart), a dedicated downsized
engine (660 cm3 ) fuelled with compressed natural gas, with a
starter-alternator reversible system based on ultra-capacitors,
providing mild-hybrid capabilities (see Figure 5).
As described in [8], the smart production engine and
transmission electronic control units have been replaced by
an in-house rapid prototyping powertrain control system,
thus making this demonstrator a very flexible test-bed for
advanced powertrain control strategies.
The control software is written in MATLAB / Simulink
and run in real-time on a xPC Target environment hosted on
a micro-PC, as shown in Figure 6. The micro-PC processor
is a 1GHz Pentium III, with 256Mb of RAM, of which only
0.3Mb are used by the engine control software. While the
base sampling time of the software is 1ms, engine control
blocks are executed synchronously with cylinder top dead
center (i.e. with a variable sampling time comprised between
6 and 50ms) and transmission control blocks are executed
at 10ms.
B. Experimental results
This section presents an experimental validation of the
proposed MPC control and a comparison with the PI-based
control during vehicle start-up.

IV. VALIDATION
A. The VEHGAN demo car
The hybrid MPC and the PI-based strategies have been
developed and tested in the framework of VEHGAN (as
VÉhicule Hybride au GAz Naturel, Hybrid Natural Gas

Fig. 4. PI control of engine speed through clutch position during vehicle
start-up

Fig. 6.

VEHGAN on-board control system

Fig. 7.

Vehicle start-up with the PI-based control strategy

Figure 7 shows a vehicle start-up with the PI-based
control. The clutch is smoothly engaged with no oscillation
on the transmission. The time duration of this phase is quite
acceptable (� 3s ) but the overshoot of engine speed is large
(� 500rpm). This can be considered as the most significant
drawback of this strategy, together with the time required to
calibrate the engine trajectory generation.
Notice that measurement of clutch speed ωc (N gear
in Figure 7) is not available at low values (< 200rpm),
because of sensor limited sensitivity. This has no effect on
the performances of the PI-based strategy, since it does not
use clutch speed measurement.
Figure 8 and Figure 9 show two vehicle start-ups driven by
different accelerator pedal positions with the proposed MPC
strategy. In the test of Figure 8, the driver just brushes the
accelerator pedal (less then 10% of the maximum), triggering
a slow start-up. In the second test Figure 9, a faster start-up
is obtained by pressing more on the acceleration pedal.
In both tests clutch is smoothly engaged and overshoots
during start-up are very limited (less than 100rpm). Note

Fig. 8.

Vehicle start-up with the MPC strategy (slow start-up)

Fig. 9.

Vehicle start-up with the MPC strategy (faster start-up)

also that before vehicle start-up, the same hybrid MPC
controller controls engine idle speed. In Figure 7, the engine
speed is controlled by a separate LQ controller.
Figure 10(d) shows saturation of the clutch torque
constraint (� 19 Nm). The torque Tcmax is obtained from
Temax (with a proportional gain), while Temax is the engine
maximum torque that depends on the engine speed. The
horizon parameter Nf∗ which is tuned in order to handle
constraints and the number of iterations are presented in
Figure 10(e).
It is noteworthy to say that the proposed MPC control
may achieve clutch engagement with no discontinuities of
engine torque before and after clutch complete closing, that
is TeSP (tf ) = Ted (tf ), by enforcing it as a final constraint.
However, no significant difference in transmission stability
has been noticed when this constraint has been kept inactive
during the tests (which is the case for all the experimental

Fig. 10.

Vehicle start-up with the MPC strategy (Tc saturation)

Fig. 11. Computation time in ms (a) and number of iterations (b) : task1
(main task), task2 (MPC)

results presented before).
Figure 11 shows an evaluation of processor computational
load due to our algorithm. The algorithm is parameterized
in the same way as for all the experimental tests presented
before, with a dichotomy search precision requiring a little
more than 20 iterations. The Simulink software has been
run in a multi-task configuration including two tasks: a
secondary task (task2), corresponding to the MPC algorithm,
computed every 50ms and a main task (task1), including
the rest of the powertrain control modules, computed every
1ms. Multi-task mode enables the secondary task to be
interrupted if it overruns the main task deadline. The MPC
strategy takes approximately 0.05ms for data initialization
and one iteration. Whereas during constraint saturation this
time increases to a mean of approximately 0.28ms (� 15
iterations) with a maximum of 0.35ms (� 21 iterations). As
a result, MPC optimization (task2) is never interrupted and
there is always enough time to complete MPC computation
in one function-call with the deadline being always more
than 49.65ms away.
V. C ONCLUSION
This paper focuses on the experimental validation
of an innovative MPC strategy for clutch engagement
control of powertrains equipped with an automated manual
transmission. The strategy, presented in [9], enables to
meet torque saturation constraints in real-time by defining
a parameterized quadratic problem directly linked to the
accelerator pedal position. Moreover, it does not require
additional sensors than those normally available in an AMT
powertrain or further test bench calibrations, thanks to the
use of on-line torque estimators.

This control has been applied to a demo car equipped
with a rapid prototyping powertrain control system. The
evaluation has been narrowed to vehicle start-up, albeit
control of other AMT modes, such as gearing, is possible.
A comparison with tests done with a PI-based control
strategy illustrates how convenient is to use a strategy capable
to handle constraints in the context of vehicle start-up
control. In particular, the latter allows to avoid or minimize
the increase in engine speed during start-up, while complying with responsiveness and comfort expectations. Indeed,
the experimental results clearly show the reactivity of the
control to the accelerator pedal position and the absence of
oscillations at clutch lock-up.
The experimental validation is completed by an assessment
of the computational requirements for the proposed
algorithm. Within the real-time rapid prototyping framework
used to implement an integrated powertrain control system
on the demo car, worst-case MPC computation takes less
than one hundredth of the control sampling period and is
compatible with the execution of the remaining control tasks.
Further research is needed to tune and evaluate the performances of this MPC strategy when applied to gearing control. Its extension to the control of more complex powertrains
is also under investigation. This will allow, for instance, to
take advantage of the presence of another torque producer
and consumer, such as the motor of our mild-hybrid demo
car, to improve AMT control.
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